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HEAT TREATMENTS LIMITED
WHAT'S THE CONNECTION ?
If you’re a ‘boatie’ of any description you’ve no doubt been out
making the most of the awesome Summer we’ve been having.
Of course, as you cruise off on the ocean-blue your thoughts
are unlikely to be on anything as ‘industrial’ as heat treatments,
however it may surprise you to note just how many things nautical
may have been put through one of our furnaces.
New Zealand has always been rated highly in terms of its ability to
build superior quality vessels of all shapes and sizes. From super
yachts to high speed, competitive racing yachts, right down to
small recreational craft, New Zealand does it all. And of course
working in the background are companies like our own who are
doing their bit to support the industry.
So what exactly do we offer the marine industry – what is the
connection?
Put simply, everything from basic corrosion improvements through
to treatment of highly stressed titanium based fittings. And
as designers are continually pushing the boundaries with what
they expect their boats to achieve – we also are asked to ‘come
up with the goods’ so to speak. As in all our work – getting the
right result is all about working together. Giving the right advice
in terms of what material to use and then determining the heat
treatment process that is going to give the right result.
Consequently in this issue of Celsius we have put the spotlight
on some of our ‘nautical’ customers. The lab team focus on
hardenable stainless steels, and because not everyone is into
boats we’ve decided to do a little bragging about our Heat
Treatments drag racing team.
Fergus Thomson
General Manager
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THE CALL OF THE SEA
In this issue of Celsius we profile a cross
section of ‘marine’ based companies
showing the variety of work Heat
Treatments does for three of them.
EMIRATES TEAM NEW ZEALAND
Design engineer, Neil Wilkinson’s job
(put very simply) is to find ways of
making the Team New Zealand boat go
faster. So when he sends things to Heat
Treatments there’s a lot at stake – it’s
not just about doing the job – it’s about
finding improvements that will give
Team New Zealand the edge.
Heat Treatments have been working with
Team NZ since the ’95 campaign. The
work has involved a range of materials
using a variety of different treatments.
“There are many different components on the boat that require
either stress relieving, full hardening or tempering and a wide
range of materials are used - everything from 17/4 stainless
steel through to titanium.
“We rely heavily on the Heat Treatment Lab team as it’s
important that we choose the right material and get it treated
appropriately. For example in designing a special roller bearer
pad to support the mast, we worked with them to determine
the right materials for the bearing assembly. The pad supports
around 50 tonnes and the idea is to be able to rake the mast
forward or aft as rapidly as possible when required. If the
materials used are too hard the whole thing will crack under

the weight and if they are too soft the rollers indent the track,
increasing the friction.
“Besides being able to utilise the skills and experience of
the Heat Treatment team, we also need to be able to call on
them at a moments notice. There have been times when we’ve
broken something on a boat, had to machine a replacement
immediately and get it heat treated as fast as possible – either
overnight or at the weekend. It’s a team effort and that’s when
Heat Treatments becomes part of the team.”
Neil Wilkinson
Emirates Team New Zealand

SEAHORSE FISHING EQUIPMENT
According to Grant Simpson of Seahorse Fishing Equipment, if
you’re into beach long-line fishing then you had better check
out the Seahorse Electric Kontiki. Designed to power through
any and all conditions, this New Zealand designed Kontiki
will take your line up to 1800 metres off shore. It’s versatile,
efficient and really effective.
“Strength is a key component of the Seahorse Kontiki and so
making the winch drums capable of handling a significant
amount of strain was an important aspect of the design.
We send Heat Treatments about 800 winch
drums a year and the quality of the
work they do is critical.
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“This is a new and innovative product and its success in the
marketplace is determined by how well it works. Fishermen
who are using them are hooked [pardon the pun] and word
is spreading rapidly. So keeping customers happy means
ensuring suppliers meet our quality standards and, of
course, deliver in terms of pricing.”
Grant Simpson
Seahorse Fishing Equipment
www.seahorse.net.nz
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MARTEN SPARS
Established in the late eighties, Marten Spars has grown to
be one of New Zealand’s most reputable marine exporters as
a result of their innovative designs and total commitment to
quality. This adherence to delivering a first grade product has
been pivotal in the relationship between Heat Treatments and
Marten Spars according to ‘Squig’, who leads the engineering
team at Marten Spars.

“We’ve staked our reputation on providing
clients with a high quality product and
so we push Heat Treatments to deliver
on a number of fronts. From a design
perspective we need the right advice.
Rigs have become lighter, faster and
stronger and we are now using more ‘exotic’ type materials. We
need to know that the process used is going to deliver a
product that is appropriate to its use. And like everyone,
we’ve got deadlines that must be met and so being able
to meet our turnaround times is important.
Currently we are working on a stainless steel mast step.
It requires stress relieving and because of it’s shape it
will needed to be treated in a
large furnace. One of the key
advantages of Heat Treatments
is that they have a variety
of furnaces and treatment
services available – so for us
it’s a one stop shop.”
‘Squig’
Marten Spars

HARDENABLE STAINLESS STEELS
It appears that many engineers are unaware that the common
austenitic stainless steels like 304 or 316 cannot be hardened
by heat treatment. Having given them the bad news that the
grade they’ve chosen can’t be hardened, we’re usually faced
with the obvious question - what are the alternatives?

420 is the most common martensitic grade in NZ and is
available in most sections. Heat treatable up to 54HRc, it
can be used anywhere from 30-54HRc. 420 is used commonly
used in the production of plastic moulds for corrosive plastics,
cutting and mixing tools in the food processing industry,
cutlery, jewellery, surgical instruments, etc.

Here are some basic pointers as to what’s available and their uses:
Martensitic grades: (e.g. 410,416,420,440)
These grades behave a lot like conventional tool steels
or carbon steels in that they respond to quenching and
tempering. As they are all air-hardening grades, distortion
during heat treatment is relatively low.
Martensitic grades are not as corrosion resistant as austenitic
stainless steels, however they are commonly used in mildly
corrosive environments where wear resistance or strength is
also a requirement.
410 is mainly sold as sheet or thin plate and can be taken to
a maximum hardness of about 45HRc. It is commonly used for
spring clips, brake discs and clutch plates.
416 is a free-machining grade, mainly available as small
diameter round bar. It’s maximum hardness is around 45HRc
and it is commonly used overseas for production turned
components, screws bolts, hydraulic fittings, where some wear
resistance or mild strength levels are required.
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440 is the hardest and most wear resistant martensitic grade
commonly available in NZ. Available in a limited range of sizes
and sections it is hardenable up to about 62HRc. 440 is used
for cutlery, bearing races, wear pads, etc.
Precipitation Hardening grades: ie. 17-4PH.
These grades behave quite different to most common steels
and the heat treatment is a very simple low temperature
process called Precipitation or Age Hardening. The
precipitation treatment involves no quenching operation, so
distortion during heat treatment is very low. Generally only a
small volume change (shrinkage) during hardening has to be
considered. Corrosion properties of these grades are very good,
matching that of 304S/S in most environments.
17-4PH is available in most sections and can be heat treated
to a variety of hardness levels up to a maximum of 44HRc. It
is usually used in applications where very high strength and
corrosion resistance is required. Gears, shafts and fittings for
marine use, surgical tools and implants, aircraft engine and
fuselage components are common uses.
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FIRST INTO THE SEVENS'
If you’re not into drag racing then ‘first into the sevens' might
not mean much, but if you are you’ll know just how significant
it is. Achieving this first is our very own Heat Treatments
Skyline Drag Racing team made up of Keith, Reece and Kevin
McGregor and Arnie Ngyen.
At the end of last year the team decided to push the
boundaries and on a Night Speed event at the Champion
Dragway in early December they scored big time. Speculation
had been running rife as to what they had been working on
since they had already been first into the eights some eighteen
months earlier. However it really took everyone by surprise
when Reece McGregor pushed the RB26 GDZ1LR to a mindnumbing 1.19 seconds over the 60ft mark. The RB26 ripped
through the gears, hitting 235kph despite a worn dog ring
and the Liberty gearbox refusing to engage fifth gear. It didn’t
matter though, as the LED timing boards had already flashed up
confirmation of the country’s first-ever sub eight-second pass.

7.92 seconds at just 256kph - New Zealand import drag racing
had just entered is next phase!
Speaking on behalf of the team, Reece says “To get to this
point most people out there would not understand how much
work has gone on behind the scenes. It’s one and half years of
solid time and dedication to make it happen.”
Apparently Keith, Reece, Arnie and Kevin have a few more
tricks up their sleeves though.
“Due to class racing regulations, we know we’re not going to be
able to compete with the other full chassis cars shortly,” says
Reece. “But we are going to chase down the HKS R33 Drag GTR’s world-record ET of 7.67 seconds. We want to be the quickest
4WD in the world!”
So watch this space!
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